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I. Introduction

Anthony J. Colangelo, Assistant Professor of Law, SMU Dedman School of Law, states that in light of
United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540, the main legal obstacles to establishing
extraterritorial and, ultimately, “universal" jurisdiction over dual use nuclear
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commodities smuggling boil down to a problem of legality. Colangelo shows that the concept of
geographic legality offers a useful lens through which to examine the potential for extraterritorial
jurisdiction over smuggling of dual use nuclear items. This report frames the major legal obstacles to
establishing such jurisdiction, and, as a result, also reveals mechanisms for surmounting or breaking
down those obstacles. Specifically, it clarifies the roles of national law, positive international law
(treaties), and customary international law, along with key sovereignty and individual rights
components, to establishing expansive and ultimately universal jurisdiction over dual use nuclear
commodities smuggling anywhere in the world.

The views expressed in this report are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official
policy or position of the Nautilus Institute. Readers should note that Nautilus seeks a diversity of
views and opinions on significant topics in order to identify common ground.

II. Report by Anthony J. Colangelo

-“Extraterritorial Jurisdiction over Dual Use Nuclear Commodity Smuggling and International Law”

By Anthony J. Colangelo [*]

The principle of legality, “nullum crimen sine lege, nulla poena sine lege,” or “no crime without law,
nor punishment without law” [1] holds that conduct cannot be subjected to a legal rule without
adequate notice that the rule applies at the time of the conduct. [2] Legality is a building block of
any sophisticated legal system because without it, law tends to be arbitrary and illegitimate. [3] This
Essay suggests that the main legal obstacles to establishing extraterritorial and, ultimately, what is
called “universal jurisdiction” over dual use nuclear commodities smuggling in light of United
Nations Security Council Resolution 1540 boils down to a problem of legality—though it may come
dressed in a somewhat different guise than usual.

Lawyers typically think of legality along temporal dimensions. [4] For instance, it would violate the
principle of legality if today State A passed a law prohibiting activity X, and that law purported to
reach back in time to apply to X committed by State A persons yesterday and to punish them for it.
Such an application of the law would be plainly ex post facto. [5] Yet legality may also operate along
geographic dimensions. [6] Suppose State A gains custody of an individual and purports to extend
State A law to conduct he committed in State B. If State A did not have jurisdiction to regulate his
conduct at the time it occurred—even if State A’s law was on the books—there is a legality problem.
That is to say, application of State A law to conduct State A could not regulate at the time it
occurred would also be ex post facto. Conceptually speaking, geographic legality focuses on law’s
reach or application in space rather than its existence in time, but the problem is essentially the
same: someone is being subjected to a law he could not reasonably have expected would govern his
behavior when he engaged in it. [7]

In what follows, I show that the concept of geographic legality offers a useful lens through which to
examine the potential for extraterritorial jurisdiction over smuggling dual use nuclear items in light
of U.N. Security Council Resolution 1540. [8] It frames the major legal obstacles to establishing such
jurisdiction, and, as a result, also reveals mechanisms for surmounting or breaking down those
obstacles. Specifically, it clarifies the roles of national law, positive international law (treaties), and
customary international law, along with key sovereignty and individual rights components, to
establishing expansive and ultimately universal jurisdiction over this activity anywhere in the world.

Part I elaborates the concept of geographic legality. It emphasizes a critical difference between
exercises of adjudicative versus prescriptive jurisdiction by states in multistate systems. This
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difference is especially noteworthy given reliance by supporters of expansive jurisdiction over
smuggling activity on laws granting states jurisdiction over persons found or present in their
territories, as well as the controversial but enduring maxim male captus bene detentus, which
translates roughly as “a person improperly seized may nevertheless properly be detained (and
brought to trial).” [9] Such presence or seizure establishes personal jurisdiction—a form of
adjudicative jurisdiction, or jurisdiction to subject the defendant to the state’s judicial
process. [10] Yet just because a state gains adjudicative jurisdiction over a defendant does not
necessarily mean the state has prescriptive jurisdiction, or the ability to apply its laws to the
defendant’s conduct. [11] In particular, if the state had no prescriptive jurisdiction over the
conduct when the defendant engaged in it, there would be a geographic legality problem.
Adjudicative jurisdiction to subject a defendant to judicial process cannot be used to bootstrap
prescriptive jurisdiction over everything that defendant has ever done—specifically, activity the state
had no jurisdiction to apply law to when it occurred.

Part II connects geographic legality to “sovereignty,” an international legal construct describing the
bundle of entitlements that basically define the state as a state, chief among them the power to
regulate or prescribe law within a certain geographic territory. [12] International law also
authorizes extraterritorial prescriptive jurisdiction by a state over activity abroad based on
connecting links to the state’s entitlements over territory and persons—for example, where the
foreign activity has a substantial effect in the state’s territory or involves the state’s nationals
abroad. [13] This creates the possibility of overlapping national laws governing the same activity.
Finally, international law may authorize application of international legal norms by states absent any
national connecting link. This is called universal jurisdiction. [14]

The scope of a sovereign’s prescriptive jurisdiction is crucial to the legality analysis. The question of
whether legality limits sovereignty typically focuses on the sovereign’s power in time, i.e., the power
to create law prohibiting an activity after it occurs. But because geographic legality operates in
space, it limits sovereignty not only as an abstract principle of justice, but also as a matter of the
sovereignties of other states. To return to our two-state hypothetical, absent a basis for prescribing
law over a defendant’s activity when it occurs, State A may not apply its law to conduct in State B
even if State A gains adjudicative (personal) jurisdiction over the defendant at some later point. This
is a matter not only of the rights of the defendant, but also of the sovereignty of State B. By applying
State A law to the defendant’s past State B conduct, State A retroactively projects its law into State
B territory in a way that exceeds State A’s prescriptive jurisdiction under international law, thereby
infringing State B’s sovereignty.

Part III shows how these problems can be overcome. It traces the mutually reinforcing roles of
national law, treaties, and custom in establishing extraterritorial and universal jurisdiction. It is
important to recognize the relationships among these types of law and to resist temptations to place
each into its own hermetically sealed box for purposes of artificial analytical cleanliness. That is not
the way international law works, and doing so threatens to stunt the development of the law
prohibiting dual use smuggling. This Part also flags potential legality problems with the definition of
the crime of dual use smuggling: namely, that an overly broad definition may provide inadequate
notice and cast too wide a net by catching innocent and even socially desirable activities. I suggest a
way around this problem can be found in an intent requirement accompanying the activity—a
requirement already employed in both domestic and international law.

Part IV briefly explores the appropriateness of universal jurisdiction over dual use smuggling. It does
so through use of analogy to established universal jurisdiction offenses. An important point of
clarification here: the use of analogy is not meant as a matter of actual lawmaking potential.
International law cannot be “made” this way; either the law exists or it doesn’t. But analogies are
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helpful heuristics in that if nuclear smuggling looks like other things over which international law
authorizes universal jurisdiction, perhaps it too is an appropriate subject of universal jurisdiction. I
conclude that it is.

I. Geographic Legality

Legality is generally thought of in terms of time. The natural reading of “no crime without law”
implies that unless there is a law in existence prohibiting an activity at the time it occurs, the
activity cannot be illegal. If we were to plot the principle in a purely temporal way, it might look
something like Figure 1 below:

If the law precedes the activity in time (top line), there is no problem. But if the activity precedes the
law (bottom line), there was no law in existence prohibiting the activity when it took place, creating
a legality problem.

The concept of geographic legality works much the same way, but its focus is on the reach of the law
in space as opposed to its existence in time. Instead of just one state, State A, where State A law
indubitably applies, the international system comprises multiple states and limits the spatial reach of
their laws. To plot it, we therefore must posit more than one state. We can start with State A and
State B. As long as State A law does not apply to every activity everywhere in the world, geographic
legality comes into play.

Consider the situation where State A law prohibits X but does not reach X inside State B—perhaps
because X involves only State B persons acting in State B. Under international law, State A has no
basis to apply State A law to this activity,  just as, for example, Germany has no basis to apply
German hate speech laws to U.S. nationals speaking to other U.S. nationals in the United States. We
therefore have the following situation, represented by Figure 2, when X takes place:

A geographic legality problem arises where State A gains custody of someone who engaged in X
outside of State A and seeks to prosecute; for present purposes, let’s say the activity occurred in
State B. This might be represented by Figure 3:
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Under international law, State A can claim adjudicative jurisdiction, or jurisdiction to subject to
judicial process, over persons in State A territory. [16] State A might do so, for instance, in order to
extradite a person back to State B. [17] International law does not render State A’s courts powerless
to resolve such issues. Of course, State A may also employ its adjudicative jurisdiction to apply State
A law to the individual—but only for activity over which State A had prescriptive jurisdiction to begin
with. Thus if a State B national committed X in State A, State A courts clearly could apply State A
law prohibiting X to that person, the same way a German court could apply German hate speech
laws to a U.S. national speaking in Germany. But absent the initial authority to regulate activity as a
matter of prescriptive jurisdiction, the existence of adjudicative jurisdiction at some later point does
not retroactively bring within the compass of State A’s laws everything ever done by an individual in
State A custody, including acts in State B over which State A lacked prescriptive jurisdiction when
they occurred. In terms of Figure 3 then, the addition of the line giving State A adjudicative
jurisdiction now over the individual who committed X then does not alter the lack of State A
prescriptive jurisdiction in the line above to apply State A law to X in the first instance.

This may all seem a little abstract, but we can easily translate it to concrete issues of extraterritorial
jurisdiction over dual use smuggling by substituting X with that activity. Thus if a state criminalizes
dual use smuggling pursuant to Resolution 1540 and gains custody of a suspected smuggler found or
present in its territory, the state has jurisdiction to subject the individual to its judicial process.
However, if the conduct occurred outside the state, and the state did not have prescriptive
jurisdiction to apply its law to the smugglingwhen it occurred, the existence of adjudicative
jurisdiction at some later point cannot authorize retroactive application of the state’s law to the prior
extraterritorial conduct.

The next questions are how to authorize extraterritorial and ultimately universal jurisdiction over
dual use smuggling under international law. To do so, a quick primer on the law of jurisdiction and
its relationship to state sovereignty helps to frame the relevant legal and policy stakes. I then show
how national, treaty, and customary international law can, and to some extent already are, working
in this direction, as well as point the way for future developments.

II. Extraterritorial Jurisdiction and Sovereignty 

The most frequently heard objection to a state’s exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction is the
potential impact on other states’ “sovereignty.” Thus if State A asserts jurisdiction inside State B,
the commonly voiced worry is that such an assertion might infringe State B’s sovereignty. But what
does this mean? Unless we know what sovereignty is, it is impossible to discern whether it has been
infringed. The word itself does no independent work. Standing alone it reduces to a tautology. It
cannot tell us on its own whether a given entity is truly a sovereign or what that status entails.
Rather, sovereignty is a label signifying the result of an allocation of power, not the reason for that
allocation of power. [18]

In the international system, sovereignty basically describes the aggregate bundle of powers or
entitlements recognized by international law that states enjoy vis-à-vis one another, as well as the
interface between the state and international law. [19] For instance, every state enjoys the power or
entitlement to make, apply and enforce its laws inside its own borders. These entitlements tend to
define the state in relation to other states and to international law. Yet these relations are constantly
morphing. A state’s entitlement to exercise power inside its borders used to be far more absolute.
Before World War II, how a state treated its own inhabitants was not a subject of international
law. [20] But now, while international law recognizes and indeed guarantees a state’s extensive
powers within its borders, they are less absolute. The state cannot, for example, legitimately claim
power to perpetrate serious human rights abuses upon its inhabitants. International law has
developed to alter and curtail this power. Sovereignty offers no analytically independent reason why
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states have or don’t have power; it simply describes the power states do have at any given moment
of development of the international legal system.

Yet one might argue that sovereignty at its purest describes absolute power, and therefore any
outside interference with a state’s regulatory powers inside its borders is an erosion of sovereignty.
The apparent stability of this definition is also a mirage, however, as illustrated by states’ powers
vis-à-vis each other as coequal “sovereigns” in the international system. Entitlements to make, apply
and enforce law used to be strongly territorial in relation to other states, such that any exercise of
extraterritorial jurisdiction in another state constituted an infringement of that state’s sovereignty.
The absolute power argument underwriting these jurisdictional rules comes though acutely in U.S.
Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall’s eloquent restatement of the law as it existed in 1812:

The jurisdiction of the nation within its own territory is necessarily exclusive and
absolute. It is susceptible of no limitation not imposed by itself. Any restriction upon it,
deriving validity from an external source, would imply a diminution of its sovereignty . . .
.

. . . .

. . . [Consequently] [t]his full and absolute territorial jurisdiction being alike the attribute
of every sovereign . . . [is] incapable of conferring extra-territorial power . . . . [21]

Yet here too, international law has changed. And in turn, so have the meanings and incidents of
sovereignty. International law now authorizes states to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction inside
other states in a variety of situations. For example, states may exercise jurisdiction not only over
acts that occur in their territories, but also over acts abroad that have, or are intended to have,
effects within their territories—or what is called objective territoriality. [22] States may also assert
jurisdiction over acts by their national persons abroad—or active personality jurisdiction, as well as
over acts against their nationals in some circumstances—or passive personality
jurisdiction. [23] Further, states may claim jurisdiction over acts abroad that threaten “the security
of the state or other offenses threatening the integrity of governmental functions,” like espionage or
counterfeiting the state’s currency [24]—or what is referred to as the protective principle. [25]

Significantly, just as the rigid territoriality of the nineteenth century was cast in terms of
sovereignty, all of these current bases of extraterritorial jurisdiction are also cast in terms of
sovereignty: that is, they all vindicate some ostensibly “sovereign” entitlement of the state, whether
over territory (objective territoriality), persons (active and passive personality), or the state’s
existence and official functions (protective principle). In an increasingly interconnected world with
an ever-growing amount of transnational activity, states’ entitlements have expanded, and now may
overlap. Thus while sovereignty previously was invoked to limit a state’s jurisdiction to its territory,
it now justifies jurisdiction outside a state’s territory and inside the territory of other states. In sum,
the term is really just a popular but protean shorthand for a state’s powers recognized by
international law, and these powers tend to shift over time.

Currently, these powers authorize the projection of a state’s law into the territory of other states
where a recognized basis of jurisdiction exists touching upon the state’s “sovereign” entitlements
over its own territory, persons, or official state functions. Because international law gives all states
power to exercise such jurisdiction, states are coequal sovereigns as a legal matter. [26] Just as rigid
rules of territorial jurisdiction maintained coequal status in the nineteenth century, these rules of
extraterritorial jurisdiction maintain coequal status now. It follows that if a state has a basis to
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regulate extraterritorially under international law, there is no violation of the other state’s
sovereignty; but if a state extends law into another state absent a recognized basis to do so under
international law, it has exceeded its power under international law and infringed the sovereignty of
the other state.

The aim so far has been to add precision and analytical content to objections that exercises of
extraterritorial jurisdiction interfere with sovereignty. Now that we know sovereignty is basically a
description of the recognized powers of states under international law, we can discern when it has
been infringed by the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction.

To return once again to our two-state hypothetical, if someone in State A fires a gun into State B and
causes harm there, State B has jurisdiction, even though the conduct—the firing of the
gun—technically took place in State A. Or if a State A national commits an act in State B contrary to
State A law, for example sex tourism, State A may exercise jurisdiction under international law over
its national’s conduct abroad (State B of course also may exercise jurisdiction over acts committed in
State B territory). None of these situations implies an infringement of the other state’s sovereignty
since international law authorizes all states with these same jurisdictional competences. However, if
there is no basis in international law for the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction—say State A
claims to regulate conduct by State B nationals entirely in State B with purely State B
effects—there would be a violation of State B sovereignty. One possible way around the violation
would be if the conduct constitutes a universal crime under international law, [27] a doctrine I will
return to shortly. To avoid sneaking in too many ideas now without adequately explaining them, I
want to put universal jurisdiction aside for a moment. The important takeaway here is that if a state
has a basis to regulate extraterritorially under international law, there is no violation of the other
state’s sovereignty; but if a state does not have a basis to regulate extraterritorially, the regulation
infringes the other state’s sovereignty.

The point should now start to emerge in sharper relief that if a state violates the principle of
geographic legality it risks violating other states’ sovereignties. This point ties directly back to the
discussion above regarding the difference between adjudicative and prescriptive jurisdiction. Under
a geographic legality analysis, absent a basis for prescribing law over defendant’s conduct X in State
B when it occurs, State A may not apply its law to X even if State A gains custody (and hence
adjudicative jurisdiction) over the defendant at some later point. This is a matter not only of the
rights of the defendant, but also of the sovereignty of State B. By applying its law to defendant’s
conduct X in State B, State A is retroactively projecting its law into State B territory in a way that
exceeds State A’s prescriptive jurisdiction under international law, thereby infringing State B’s
sovereignty.

A final basis of jurisdiction under international law is universal jurisdiction. As I have argued
elsewhere at more length, universal jurisdiction is different from all other bases of jurisdiction in
international law. [28] We have seen already that other bases derive from a state’s distinct national
entitlements to make and apply law, such as entitlements over national territory or persons. These
bases of national jurisdiction grant states great freedom to regulate whatever conduct they deem
deserving of regulation in essentially whatever regulatory terms they choose. International law
circumscribes the geographic range of situations to which states may apply their laws, but without
much restricting the content of the law a state seeks to apply once a situation falls within the state’s
recognized prescriptive range.

In contrast, universal jurisdiction derives from a state’s shared entitlement—with all other states in
the international legal system—to apply and enforce the international law against universal crimes.
That is to say, universal jurisdiction derives from the commission of the crime itself under
international law. It is the international nature of the crime—its very substance and definition under
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international law—that gives rise to jurisdiction for all states. As a result, a state cannot unilaterally
decide what conduct falls within its universal jurisdiction and cannot regulate that conduct in any
terms it chooses (unlike when exercising jurisdiction on other bases). Rather, the state exercising
universal jurisdiction acts as a decentralized enforcer of international law on behalf of the
international legal system. This is, in a sense, the opposite of the way a state’s national jurisdiction
works: the geographic range is limitless, but international law places restrictions on the content of
the law being applied. States exercising universal jurisdiction are therefore constrained to apply
substantive international law since the only thing authorizing jurisdiction is the substantive offense
under international law. Put in strong but conceptually straightforward terms, the prescriptive reach
of universal jurisdiction is not really extraterritorial; rather, it comprises a comprehensive territorial
jurisdiction, originating in a universally applicable international law that covers the globe. Individual
states may apply and enforce that law in domestic courts, to be sure, but its prescriptive scope
encompasses all territory subject to international law, i.e., the entire world. [29]

Universal jurisdiction by its nature erases geographic legality concerns. Let us return to the
situation where a defendant commits conduct X entirely in State B, and at some later point State A
gains custody of him. We know that if State A had no basis to apply its law to X at the time X
occurred, gaining custody over the defendant at some later point and purporting to prosecute for X
creates problems. It subjects the defendant to a rule that did not apply to his conduct when it took
place and infringes State B’s sovereignty by retroactively projecting State A law into State B
territory absent a recognized basis to do so under international law. But if X is a universal crime
under international law, both of these problems vanish. State A is not applying only its national law,
but also the international law against X. And that law applies everywhere, including inside State B.
The defendant therefore is on notice of the rule when the conduct occurs (assuming the
international law against X is in existence at the time he engages in the conduct), and there is no
infringement of State B sovereignty since State A is not projecting uniquely national law inside State
B, but enforcing an international law shared by all states and operative everywhere.

Clearly then, universal jurisdiction holds powerful potential for an all-encompassing jurisdiction
capable of exercise by every state in the world over dual use smuggling activities anywhere in the
world. To achieve it, however, the activities must constitute universal crimes under international
law. It is to that question I now turn.

III. Erasing the Problem of Geographic Legality: Universal Jurisdiction

The first characteristic of universal jurisdiction to appreciate for purposes of establishing it over
dual use smuggling is that it is a customary, not treaty-based, international law. Treaties are positive
legal agreements entered into by states that formally bind only states parties. [30] Custom evolves
organically out of the general practice of states accompanied by what is referred to as opinio juris,
or the intent or belief that the practice has legal significance, [31] and applies universally to all
states. [32]

Thus if the United States and Germany were parties to a treaty prohibiting dual use smuggling and
authorizing jurisdiction by states parties, and the United States gains custody of a smuggler who had
operated in Germany, the United States could exercise jurisdiction and apply the treaty-based norm
applicable inside states parties to him, even if he had no connection to the United States. This is
clear as a matter of the positive law of the treaty. (From a domestic perspective, all Congress would
need to do is enact domestic legislation implementing the treaty. [33])

Yet while some might argue in favor of treaties over custom as a general matter, unless there is a
treaty ratified by every state in the world—something that has yet to happen [34] —a treaty could
never provide for truly universal jurisdiction because treaties do not extend by their own force to
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non-party states. [35]Accordingly, as a matter of positive international law treaties pull up short
where the smuggling occurs in a non-party state. For example, suppose Somalia is not a party to the
anti-smuggling treaty posited above. Could the United States, or Germany, or any other state,
exercise jurisdiction over the smuggling activities in Somalia as a matter of the law of the treaty?
The answer is no, [36] and it should be clear by now that applying treaty law inside a non-party state
could trigger potential legality and sovereignty problems.

Custom, on the other hand, applies to all states. It also informs treaty law and vice versa. Key for
present purposes is the role treaties play in generating customary norms: in particular, norms of
universal jurisdiction. In this sense, the choice between treaties and custom is a false one for the
current project. Of course there are differences between the two types of law (as noted in the
previous paragraph) but these differences do not force the choice of one over the other; indeed, the
two types of law are mutually reinforcing. In fact, it is a longstanding principle of international
lawmaking that treaties may generate customary norms. As the International Court of Justice put it,
treaties are “indeed one of the recognized methods by which new rules of customary international
law may be formed.” [37] In order for a treaty to generate customary law, the norms embodied in
the treaty must be intended by states parties to be generalizable to non-party states; that is, the
treaty must be what the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit recently called a “law-making”
treaty,[38] or treaty of customary “norm-creating character.” [39] The point is subtle but well
established: if enough states enter into and implement the treaty, that practice contributes to the
general state practice and opinio juris necessary to form customary law. The treaty itself does not
extend to non-parties; rather it contributes to custom, which, in turn, applies universally.

So, what kinds of treaty provisions establish universal jurisdiction? In my view, precisely the
provisions that supply jurisdiction where the offender is present or found in a state’s territory even if
the state has no other connection to the offense. Antiterrorism treaties offer good examples. Widely-
ratified treaties prohibiting acts like bombing public places, [40] infrastructure, [41]  transportation
systems, [42] airports [43] and aircraft, [44]as well as hijacking aircraft, [45] hostage
taking, [46] and even financing terrorist organizations [47] give states parties jurisdiction where, to
use as examples provisions from the Montreal Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts
Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, “the alleged offender is present in its territory and it does not
extradite him.” [48] The Montreal Convention goes even further, commanding states parties to
exercise jurisdiction where the offender is found in their territories and they do not extradite,
irrespective of any other jurisdictional link. [49] This obligation applies regardless of whether the
crime occurred in the territory of a state party or a non-party state. [50] Through these jurisdictional
provisions, this widely ratified treaty [51] effectively generalized its prohibitions to every state in the
world. It could not do so purely through the positive law of the treaty since treaties do not extend to
non-party states. Rather, the better view is that the overwhelming majority of states created, not
only as a matter of positive law, but also through widespread acceptance and implementation of the
treaty’s generalizable rules, a customary norm against plane bombing. And perpetrators of this
crime can be prosecuted by any state that gains custody over them.

While treaties may accomplish this customary international law formation, national laws also may do
so if widespread enough, because such laws also may constitute state practice and opinio juris.
However, until the customary international law both prohibiting smuggling and permitting universal
jurisdiction over it is formed through the practice of states enacting and prosecuting under such
national laws, problems of geographic legality and sovereign interference persist. One way
customary international law forms is through breaches that gain momentum and blossom into new
rules. [52] But until the new rule has formed, the state practice precipitating it remains a breach of
international law; and here, the breach could trigger legality and sovereignty objections. Thus while
national laws certainly hold potential, the safer and more legal route toward establishing universal
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jurisdiction over dual use smuggling is likely a multilateral treaty.

At this point, one may be tempted to reason by analogy given the dire threat posed by dual use
nuclear materials smuggling. The argument would run something like this: dual use smuggling can
lead to devastating catastrophes and massive loss of life. In this respect, it resembles other universal
jurisdiction offenses, like genocide, crimes against humanity, or acts of terrorism. It follows that, like
these other offenses, dual use smuggling also should be subject to universal jurisdiction. The
problem with this argument is that international law is an empirical matter all the way down the
line, in terms of (a) prohibition, (b) liability, and (c) jurisdiction. In order to have an international
offense subject to universal jurisdiction, it is not enough for international law merely to prohibit
something. We can think of the international law here on three levels. At the broadest level are
norms relating to states. Probably the largest number of international legal rules still relate to
states; these rules provide liability only for states. This is important because, as noted, one way
international law evolves is states break it and those breaches gain momentum and develop into new
rules. If international law imposed individual (as opposed to state) liability for all breaches of its
rules, state actors (and hence states) would be far less willing to break international law in order to
move it. It is one thing to incur repercussions as a government from other governments, and quite
another to be potentially subject to individual criminal prosecution. Individual criminal liability may
be viewed as a second, narrower level—and here Nuremberg was the key progenitor. The final,
narrowest category of international law offense provides both individual criminal liability and
jurisdiction capable of exercise by all states, i.e., universal jurisdiction. Thus for something to be a
universal jurisdiction crime, there must be a purposefully international (a) prohibition, (b) providing
individual (not just state) liability, and (c) authorizing jurisdiction by all states. We need evidence of
all three of these things.

How can we tell if international law has gotten to this point with respect to dual use nuclear material
smuggling? Again, a treaty meeting all three criteria would be the quickest and most effective route.
To rely on state practice and opinio juris absent a treaty, the practice must be consistent and
widespread, and also project opinio juris. The empirical work suggests that state practice
here—even just in terms of national laws on the books, forget about actual prosecutions—is still
desultory and resists firm conclusions. But that's precisely what's needed. Custom can precede
treaties, but it must build up the norm through the actual practice of states articulating the norm.
Absent a treaty, the best route for establishing universal jurisdiction likely would be for states to
enact national laws that clearly prohibit dual use smuggling as a matter of international legal
obligation and, in those laws, to provide for jurisdiction over the activity anywhere in the world, and
then to prosecute individuals pursuant to those laws. States are starting to do this. But whether the
norm is sufficiently established can only be answered by hard data in the form of anti-smuggling
laws and prosecutions based on universal jurisdiction.

A desire for international law prospectively to get out ahead of the problem of dual use smuggling,
instead of retrospectively reacting after some disaster has occurred, is eminently understandable.
International law tends to be reactive (take for example the explosion of human rights norms after
the atrocities of WWII). And jurisprudentially, it does not easily admit of reasoning by analogy. For
instance, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has rejected unambiguously and
in strong terms the “conclusion that universal jurisdiction may be expanded by judicial analogy to
the crimes that currently are subject to jurisdiction under the universality principle,” [53] observing
that “[t]he strictly limited set of crimes subject to universal jurisdiction cannot be expanded by
drawing an analogy between some new crime . . . and universal jurisdiction’s traditional
subjects.” [54] I’ve argued against the Second Circuit’s conclusion as to the specific crime in that
case—plane bombing—but my argument relied on the multilateral treaty covering this act, namely
the Montreal Convention discussed above. [55] Where there is no treaty, the argument in favor of
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universal jurisdiction becomes more difficult.

A final, related question to establishing universal jurisdiction over dual use smuggling concerns the
definition of the crime itself. Legality problems also arise where a law is too vague to provide
adequate notice of what is prohibited. [56] In the case of dual use smuggling, this problem could
surface because of the nature of the items transferred. As the label “dual use” indicates, the items
may be used for purely peaceful, socially beneficial ends. Thus the activity of transferring such items
may be innocuous, i.e., engaging in a standard and beneficial business transaction. It would be
unfair to retroactively punish otherwise legally permissible and perhaps even desirable activity just
because at some point downstream it leads to the acquisition of dual use items by non-state actors
intent on producing weapons of mass destruction. To cast the net of the criminal law so wide both
would be unfair to individuals and could chill otherwise potentially beneficial activity.

This dilemma is not new for either domestic or international law. Both systems contain rules that
prohibit otherwise permissible behavior—when done with the intent to perpetrate criminal activity
down the line. For example, U.S. domestic law enacted under the Commerce Clause routinely
prohibits traveling in interstate or foreign commerce with the intent to engage in criminal
activity. [57] And international law prohibits engaging in transactions with regimes that violate
human rights norms with the purpose of aiding and abetting the violations. [58] Absent the intent
requirement, the conduct is otherwise innocent and, in some cases, may be desirable. An intent
requirement could be used to address fair notice concerns regarding dual use smuggling. Indeed,
the United States and other countries already have started down this path. [59] It makes prosecution
more difficult, to be sure, because intent would need to be proved. But that is a worthwhile tradeoff
given the countervailing ramifications of subjecting entire distribution chains to criminal liability if
the items distributed end up being procured by actors with evil motives remotely down the line and
most of the links in the chain did not intend or anticipate that the items would be used for such ends.

IV. Conclusion: The Appropriateness of Universal Jurisdiction over Dual Use Smuggling

Having set out a methodological way forward, I conclude by briefly addressing the appropriateness
of universal jurisdiction over dual use commodities smuggling. Just because there is a way to
establish universal jurisdiction over such activity does not mean the international system should
establish such jurisdiction. It appears that the two new moves the non-proliferation strategy makes
by seeking to prohibit transfers of dual use items are: (i) to extend regulation to non-state actors; (ii)
over something—transfer of dual use materials and technology—traditionally regulated, and
sometimes permitted, by a state accountability paradigm. [60]

Here an analogy may be appropriate, though not as a matter of lawmaking potential. International
law is an empirical phenomenon [61]: either the law exists or it doesn’t. But analogies are helpful
heuristics in that if nuclear smuggling looks like other things over which international law authorizes
universal jurisdiction perhaps it too is an appropriate subject of universal jurisdiction. It is. To take a
foundational example, the original universal jurisdiction offense was piracy, a crime committed by
non-state actors outside the traditional state accountability paradigm. Because of these features, it
threatened all states and indeed the system at large. Piracy itself wasn’t particularly egregious, and
was, in fact, permitted—when done by states (privateers, after all, were state-sponsored
pirates). [62] Rather, it was the danger piracy posed indiscriminately to all—without an international
accountability mechanism—that made it the subject of jurisdiction for all. In this respect, dual use
nuclear commodities smuggling seems like a direct heir.

In conclusion, the international system has mechanisms available to establish extraterritorial and
ultimately universal jurisdiction over dual use smuggling. This Essay used the concept of geographic
legality to identify the main legal obstacles to such jurisdiction and to show how they can be
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overcome. In doing so, it also explicated the often complex and subtle relationships among treaty,
customary, and national law, specifically with respect to jurisdiction. Finally, it suggested that dual
use smuggling is an appropriate candidate for universal jurisdiction going forward because of its
massive potential both to destabilize the international system and to metastasize unchecked by
traditional state accountability paradigms.
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